
Arrange™

TABLES



TABLES FOR TODAY’S  
ACTIVE SPACES

RELAX
A seated-height table 
provides the perfect 
change of scenery.
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Shown with Accommodate and Flock seating. 
Inspired by HON color palette Wheat. 

ARRANGE WITH CONFIDENCE
Today’s workers are attracted to places away from their workstation, whether it’s a formal  
meeting space or a casual open area. To maintain productivity throughout the office, people  
need worksurface space to take notes, as well as the ability to power up and stay connected.  
Arrange tables are available in three different sizes — seated, café and counter height — to  
support a variety of spaces and applications. The collection also addresses the needs of  
business owners by providing the flexibility to blend seamlessly with other HON products, such  
as Accommodate,™ Ignition,® Motivate® and Flock® seating. Create any desired configuration,  
then rearrange quickly as needed. 

REFUEL
Grab a beverage 

or just enjoy a 
few minutes away 

from the desk.
REFOCUS

Find a quiet, 
convenient spot 

away from others 
to brainstorm.
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Shown with Nucleus seating. Inspired by 
HON color palette Seedling.

Shown with Flock seating. Inspired by 
HON color palette Sprout. 
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RELAX. REFUEL. REFOCUS.
Arrange tables are available in a variety of heights, worksurface 
shapes and sizes to support private offices, common areas and 
collaborative settings. Find a quiet spot to brainstorm in a small 
group. Grab a beverage away from the desk. Arrange tables 
provide the perfect change of scenery. 

Shown with Motivate seating and Contain storage. 
Inspired by HON color palette Galaxy. 
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ARRANGE WITH STYLE
From seated height to café or counter height, Arrange takes style and selection to a higher level. This 
versatile collection of tables can be specified to achieve any desired aesthetic and support any activity. 
The adaptability is rivaled only by the quality and durability, which is guaranteed by the strongest 
warranty in the industry — the HON Full Lifetime Warranty.

Shown with Motivate and Flock seating.  
Inspired by HON color palette Tranquillity. 
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Disc Shroud Base

BASES
Choose seated, counter or café height Aluminum 
X-bases or T-leg bases, or add an optional disc shroud. 

T-Base

OPTIONAL GROMMETS
Route technology through the base directly to the 
tabletop with optional USB or power grommets.

Standard 3" Round 
power grommet

1" Mini power grommet 
NEW! 

1" Mini USB grommet 
NEW! 

Natural Maple Harvest Bourbon Cherry

Brilliant White Whitestone Charcoal Black

Pinnacle

LAMINATES

Canyon ZephyrDesert Zephyr White

Mahogany MochaShaker CherryCognac

Gray

Silver MeshSheer Mesh Steel Mesh Taupe Mesh

Shadow Zephyr

Textured Satin ChromeTextured Black Platinum Metallic

BASE PAINTS

FINISHES
Arrange is available in a variety of high-quality laminate, metal and 2mm edgeband finishes. 

X-Base

DISC SHROUD BASE
Add the disc shroud to any Arrange X-base 
to create a clean, contemporary aesthetic. 

TOPS
Arrange is available in four different worksurface shapes 
and sizes, as shown below.

Rectangle Top 
Available in 24" and  
30"W x 48", 60" and 72"D

Soft Square Top
Available in 24", 30", 
36", 42" and 48"

Round Top  
Available in 24", 30", 
36", 42" and 48"

Square Top 
Available in 24", 30", 
36" and 42"

BASE HEIGHTS
Arrange tables are available in three different heights  
to support chairs and two sizes of stools.

Café Height 42"HCounter Height 36"HSeated Height 30"H
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For more information, visit hon.com/arrange

The HON Company
200 Oak Street, Muscatine, IA 52761
800.833.3964 | hon.com
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